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Annual S.pring All College Picnic

I

by John O'Reilly and Joanne Batta
The annual Spring All College
Picnic took place last Friday May
15. It was sched ul ed to start at 1
P.M. but didn't get going until
after two.
Originally sched uled ~o be held
on the College Green the Picnic
was moved in1o the Snack Bar
b~cause of inclement weather,
the music was held in th e Snack
Bar with a makeshift stage set up
by the kitchen.
CCB was in charge of the music
and brought th e Dixie Dregs and
special guests Grover Kemble and
ZaZuZaz, as well as Jump

Photo by Bruce Sidwell

The Dixie Dregs entertain as part of the festivities.

Johnson.
Jump Johnson led the music off
and were soon followed by
ZaZuZaz after these two bands
warmed up the audience The
Dregs appeared and entertained a
loud aud ience for nearly an hour.
The Social Committee organized the free food and beer which
had been se rved. Howeve r the

Ill~-- I
John you made it. ..

beer truck went dry in less than
two hours and the hamburgers
and hotdogs w ere stopped soon
after, an inexplicable event since
the re appeared to be many left.
After the beer ran-out the band s
continu ed to play to an audience
that had apparently smuggled in
enough beer to make up for the
1
sudden drought in school supplied beer.
A Kean College I.D. was required to get into the music and
two people were admitted per
I.D. However since the food was
served outside and in a helter
skelter manner, anyone who passed by could indulge. As one student put it, "there was no
organization, the food was served
and everybody just grabbed at it."
Another student commented
"Although I enjoyed the music it
seemed that those working the
food and beer sta nds just gave out
the food and beer to anyone who
put their hand out."

. .. And so did we!

)
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USSA/NSA Year·in Review
by Andy Berns
and Tony Brennan
As the academic year comes to

a close, we now have the chance
to reflect back on it; and, for the
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Andy Berns, the Director of USSA, focuses on governmental issues.
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National Student Affairs Office
here at Kean , it was a most productive year indeed.
The thrust of our efforts this year.
have been focused upon those
issues in government, both on the
state and federal level, that have
most affected you, the students
whom we served .
On the state level, 'we have
been waging an ongoing battle for
the enactment of A-660, which, as
many of ·you probably know,
would permit students to sit on
the Board of Trustees of Kean and
the other New Jersey state colleges with full voti'ng rights. We
have been in constant touch with
many of our local legislators, both
in the State Senate and General
Assembly, who, for the most part,
have been supportive of our
cause. In this particular case, the
only person who stands in th e

way ot this bill becoming a law is
Senate President Joseph Merlino,
who refuses to permit this bill to
be considered by the entire
~nate. (~lno, by the..way, is-a

candidate for governor. We hope
that Kean students will remember
this on Primary Day and also
remember the clear lack of interest that this man has for college
students.)
Also on the state level, we were
successful last fall in rallying
students against 5-1430, which
would have taken th e additional
revenues that cam e- from our last
tuiton increase and used this,
money as assistance to students
attending private colleges in New
Jersey. Thanks to all of you, w e
were able to send the word loud
and clear to the officials of -our
state government tha we wou.ld
not allow this money to be used
for anything outside of the dominion of our state colleges.
On the federal level, we have
been fighting against the Reagan
Administration's budget proposals

tor college student assistance
which, if enacted, would mean
that many of you who- are now on
some kind of finan~ia\
w'-'-r it -"11,e Sada/ -~

aid ,

benefits, Guaranteed Student
Loans, or others, would no longer
be eligible for assistance . In
essence, this might be the reason
why some of you might have to
leave college because you won't
have the monitary funds to continue.
With this in mind, we traveled
to Washington last month to present our cause directl y to our
representatives in Congress. We
did get to see Congressman Matthew Rinaldo, but only after a
fourty-five minute wait and only
for four minutes. W e did
however, get to present our views
on college financial aide to him,
but now seriously doubt that it fell
on little more than deaf ears. The
congressman was in a trem en-,
dous hurry to catch a plane and

(ContintJed on.page 2)

Graduation Near
by Joann e Batta
di nation of the state-level officials
The Commencement Exercises wh·o might be participants in thi s
are to be held Thursday, June event, according to Daniels. As
fourth at 10 a.m. This marks th e routine as it may appear, the
formal closing of the school year. operation requires long-range •
Commencement is a traditional
planning among many in the Colhappening on thi s and most cam- lege Community.
puses. Not unlike the change of
Th e campus grounds and
seasons or the opening of school
buildings are being prepared for
in the fall, thi s eve nt has a stable this occasion by the planting of
position on th e late spring calen- flowers, seeding, pruning of
dar. Some may ask, why is it sh rubs, and painting. This yea r the
scheduled on a Thursday? Mr. graduation ce remoney will be
Daniels, Chairperson of the Com- held on Townsend Gree n, adja- "
mencement Committee for the cent to the Townsend and Bruce
past five years, states, "as long as complex on one side and the
I've been with the college (20 Kean building on the other side.
years) it fakes place on a Thurs- Mr. Daniels stated that this loc,aday," he continued, "the majority tion "gives the effect of old and
of people are happy with the' new, with the old Kean Library in
ceremony on a week-day and so the background and the new
we will continue with this tradibuildings in front." According to
Daniels, approximately eight or
tion ." The rain date for graduation is the following Saturday,
nine thousand people are exJune sixth, at the same time. The pected to attend, while a little
date for commencement is set over 1,000 undergraduates and_a
yea rs in advance to accomodate little over 400 graduate students
the printing of catalogs and coor- will be receiving degrees.

- Photo b-y Bruce Sidwell

Wesley Daniels, carries on the commencement tradition.
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Newsbeat
Caribbean Festival
Kean College students with fond memories of Barbados will try to
repay islanders with proceeds from " Caribbean Festival," to be held at
7:00 P.M. Wednesday, May 20 in the College Center.
The students traveled to Barbados as part of a special study program
this year. They found the experi ence enlightening and enjoyable.
• They learned also of the need for reliable hearing tests for children
and adults in Barbados. It was decided that the donation of a portable
audiometer would be a worthwhile project.
~
The public is invited to attend the six-hour festival which will include
dancing, music, refreshments and prizes - eve n a limbo contest for the
adventuresome.
"Foreign Exchange," a musical group, will play jazz, rock, salsa,
calypso, and raggae selections from the musicians' native countries,
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico and Dominica.
Donations of $2 from non-students and $1 from students will be requested. Tickets are available at the Institute for Human Services, the
Student Activities Center and the Coun~i l for Exceptional Children.

Proposed Budget Cuts
Cutbacks in federal aid to education will have a "crippling effect''. on
education in New Jersey, warns the current issue of the NJEA REVIEW,
the monthly journal of the New Jersey Education Assn.
Nationally, school-aid cuts being proposed may reach $69 million over 25% of existing federa·I school aid and 1.7% of total public-school
spending in the state.
.
The largest cuts would affect special school programs, such as
remedial ' education, now getting "categorical" aid. Other cuts would
severely affect vocational education; districts with concentration of
federal workers or servicemen, getting "i mpact" aids child-nutrition
programs; and higher education.
Cuts in categorical aid approximate $3 3 million for New Jersey.
Besides remedial educat ion, categorical aid would be slashed for
special education, bilingual education, desegration aid, adult literacy,
and assistance for school libraries.
Cuts in vocational aid for New Jersey would exceed $5 million . Over
$4.7 million would be lost in impact aid, especially hitting the school
districts of Monmouth Reg. H.S., Paterson, Bayonne, Trenton,
Camden, Vineland, Jersey City, Elizabeth, Atlantic city, and Willingboro.
In higher education, one large cut would be in the program that
guarantees loans to students needing aid to pay college expenses. The
proposed decrease would deny such loans to approximately 70,000
New Jerse y stude nts, the NJEA REVIEW estimates.
In an accompanying ed itorial, the NJEA REVIEW warns that cuts in
federa l aid "wi ll be felt directly and drastically" in New Jersey. " Public
education needs more public support, not less," the editorial states, adding:
The children 'of our society should not have to carry the burden of the
state's and federal government's present economic crisis. We ca nnot
mortgage the future of our society and lower the sta ndards of our public
education system just to let them balance a budget."

Halt To-Nuclear Arms
A national campaign is under
way to ac),ieve a mutual
US/Soviet freeze on' nuclear
weapons. The first step of this
campaign requires building support for the proposal among the
American people, for the proposal will become " pol itically
viable" only after it has sufficient
public support i,:i communities
across the United States.
Do Something To Make
A Difference
In the New York Metropolitan
area, between now and October
1, 1981, individuals ..and groups
who support the proposal for a
US/Soviet freeze are beginning
coordinated efforts to identify at
least 5000 people in each congressional district (#3-15 in NJ
and 1-26 in NY) who would support a US/Soviet freeze, and to
document their support on congressional district endorsement
petitions which local delegation s
will prese nt to congressional
representatives in ea rly October,
1981. The congressional district
endorsement drive should have
substantial educational, organizational and ·political Pffects, and
each new endorser will represent
potential energy and resources for
the ongoing US/Soviet freeze
campaign. A serious effort to identify at least 5000 new people who
are sympathetic to the freeze idea
in each CD is the cornerstone of a
systematic, effective freeze action
network.
Because it i.s mutual, because it
is verifiable, because it is realistic,
and because it would significantly reduce the threat of a nuclear
holocaust, the US/Soviet freeze
proposal is appealing from a wide
range of political, religious and

ideological perspectives. You may
be surprised where you uncover
sympathetic interest.
Make The Difference
1. COMPLETE AND RETURN
THE ENCOSED PLEDGE CARD.
This is extremely important, as we
need to have a way to estimate

USSA/NSA
(Continued from page 1)

Kean College Dance Company
Eight original dances, choreographed by William Chaison, a member
of the physical education faculty at Kean College, Union, will be
presented by the Kean Dance Theatre at 8:00 P.M. Thursday through
Satu rday, May 21 to 23, in the Eugene G. Wilkins Theatre for the Performing Arts at the college.
The· contemporary dances by the 22-member company will feature
Ad mirand of Wayne, Judith Wierzbowski of Hopelawn ,and Jorge
oa of Union as soloists in " Bowling Pieces."
Admirand also will be foatured in "Passing" and "Orchid, " - while
iezbowski and Noa will be featured in " Nightfall." Wiezbowski will
e the soloist in "Esplanada," while Noa will be the soloist in
'Dreamscape of the Orient." - '· ·
In addition to the dance company, David Brown, a teacher in -the
lizabeth ' public schools and a former dancer, will present ,an •exerimental piece.
Admission is free. Information about the program may be obtained by
ailing 527-2614.

t

(i)

Pilgrim Medical Group

ABORTION SERVICES
1st and Mid-Trimester (thru 15 wks .)
Local or General Anesthesia

2nd Trimester (16 thru 23 wks.)

1st TRIMESTER

LOCAL ONLY UP TO 10 WEEKS
MEDICADE PATIENTS UP TO12 WKS.

• FREE PREGNANCY TEST
• EXAMINATION AND
COUNSELING
.
THE ONLY STATE LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN
ESSEX. PASSAiC, MORRIS.
UNION AND MIDDLESEX
COUNTIES.
Ma t ter Charge • Visa • Bae .

150
$100:

HOURS 9-5 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.

746-1500

IN NJ CALL TOLL FIIEE

(800) 772-2174
393 BLOOMFIELO AVE
MONTCLAIR N J 07042

" WE CARE '.

showed very little interest or concern for the welfare of the
students of Kean College . We also
met with represe ntatives of both
Senators Harrison Williams and
. Bill Bradley who promised that
the Senators would continue to
fight against these cuts in fina ncial
aide.
Now that our time is over, we
wish to thank some people who
have given us advice and support
over the past year. We ~xtend a
special 'thank you' to former Student Organization Acting President Marcia Hamilton for her
unstinting interest, participation,
and encouragement. We also
wish to thank Ellen Curcio, Director of Affirmative Action , for all
the time, advice, and support that
she gave to us. She greatly helped
us to understand many of the
complexities about our government. Most of all, we wish to
thank you, the students of Kean
College, because it was because
of you that we were here.
We wish to give one bit of parting advice: Get involved, do your
part, and get out to vote. We have
the power to help determine the
direction that our government
will take in the future. How few of
us who are college students today
reali ze that our votes DO count
and DO make a difference. We
can decide who our next governor ,
senator,
assemblyman/woman, mayor,
etc. will be. Use your privilege to
vote, don't abuse it. You won' t be
sorry that you did.

one of the TRAINING SESSIONS
activity on the fret::ze in any given
which will be held in early June.
CD. (When we have pledges
returned from individuals and
groups in a CD totaling 360 petiRemember ...
tions, we will be well on our way
1. To fill in the congressional
district number and name of
to reaching our target. 360 completed petitions x 14 names per
representative in the space propetition = 5040 new endorsers.)
vided at the bottom of each endorsement petition. If you will be
These cards will also facilitate efseeki ng endorsements among infective networking and communication between individuals
dividuals from a number of different congressional districts, you
and groups active on the freeze in
can ca rry several different copies
various parts of the area.
of the petition, each addressed to
2. MULTIPLY THE POTENTIAL
a different Representative.
EFFECT OF YOUR EFFORTS by
encouraging other individuals and
2. To ask endorsers to PRINT
names and addresses CLEARLY.
groups to help with the congresAs we need to be able· to read
sional district endorsement drive.
names and addresses so that after
These could include friends,
the drive is over, we can send
members of your congregation,
new endorsers an update on local
local political clubs, etc. Make
sure they complete and return a freeze activities and encourage
them to take part in the ongoing
pledge card.
campaign.
3. USE EVERY OPPORTUNITY
3. To return completed petito discover new endorsers of the
tions to your local contact, or, if
US/Soviet freeze proposal: street
none is listed, to the New
fairs, family reunions, coffee with
Manhattan Project by October 1,
a friend. Share your own concerns about the nuclear arms race
1981 . If you or your group will be
and offer the proposal for a distributing and collecting petiUS/Soviet freeze as a sound and tions, put name and address in the
local contact space and check the
practical alternative. If you would
like help on how to talk to people
appropriate space onthe pledge
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,;_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""'!"_ _ _, ,
card.
about the freeze, register now for
The Message of Life

I'm running, but I' II run not too far away
Like a dog who's abandoned, left out to run stray
But still run I not too far per say,
- For w hile mortal, I will always be on this earth
Often, I wonder what is the master plan?
And the purpose for the existance of this monster called man
I struggle, hoping that in the climax I can
- Become someone deserving of respect
We are all the universal product of a broken home
With strength, I attempt to unite our crumbling throne
But His Evil still worships, and I'm still all alone

- And at times, its confusing
In novels, it seems that lifes meant to be
A miniature kingdom, complete with loving for free
But as we grow older we can truly see
- Life doesn't work that way at all
Often, our lives are obstructed by war
Our families diffuse, and they walk out the door
The bible seems useless, just what is it fo r?
- I' d guess that I' d better find my own meaning of life
The declsfon, I' ll live my own life and I' ll do as I please
I will bend over backwards and swi m the long seas
And I will say fuck it with the greatest of ease
- Life is too short for the playing of rol_es
I'll say to hell with all standards while I sleep in my dorm
And to hell with all customs, in all shapes and forms
For I'm tired _of slaving to the demands of the norms
- And after all this, I think that I will be free
I'll dine with the queer and I'll sing just for fun
And I'll finally stay put, for I' ll no longer run
Allintr:uders beware, for I'll harvest a gun
- ....:... After -all, we must protect
our·... own
.,., .

.

~

I'll walk with a smile and I' ll si ng in the end
Meaning and val ue are the vibration9 I'll send
For the promise of rest is my only true friend.
By John Ginyard

Veteran Affairs Brief
by Vicky Schindler
We want to wish all veterans a
Happy Thanksgiving!
Many veterans have been inquiring about advance pay for the
Fall Semester. The Veterans Administration ruling is as follows: if
a veteran is attending school over
the summer semester he is ineligible for pay the following
semeste r. In other words, you
must miss a semester of school
before you are eligible. Th e VA
generally discourages any advance payments except in cases
of unusual financial hardships. In
their experience, the long gap
between the initial and subsequent payments created by advance payments causes problems
for veterans. Also, many benefits
have been disrupted due to the
problem. However, the choice is

yours; if you are eligible, and if
you desire advance payment for
the Fall , come to the Office of
Veterans Affairs in the Kean
Building during the first week in
July to request advance payment.
All veterans should check with
their advisors intermittently to
make sure the courses they are
taking are needed for graduation
in their major. Once a year the VA
takes a compliance su rvey to see
if all veterans are taking courses
prescribed by their major. Those
who are not will receive an overpayment statement and can end
up owing the VA quite a sum of
money. If you have a minor or a
second major you must declare it
in order to receive payment for
the required course.
For any questions, contact the
VA Office in the Kea n Building.
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Views From The Mountain

SPEAK OUT!Photos by Bruce Sidwell

Text by Joanne Batta

DID YOU ATTEND THE COLLEGE PICNIC LAST FRIDAY? IF SO,
DID YOU ENJOY IT?

-

I was there and I though it was
real good. I had lots of fun.

·No
Hope,
No
Hope

Lisa Lawler

by John O'Reilly

I enjoyed it. It was relaxing.
didn't even know it was going on
until I walked into the cafeteria to
get a tuna sandwich and the
· bands were there.

No, I didn't go but I heard it was
good.
Connie Zarrillo

Rich Hersh

I didn't go because I didn't hear
about it before hand.
~ob Reyes

It was good, but it would have
been better outside.
Ellen Bigley

No, I wasn' t on campus at all that
day.
C. Godfrey

•

It was good but they ran out of
beer too early. The organization
didn' t seem to be that good.
Joan Kaessinger & Stacie1Jerman

NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY
THE MOMENT YOU
GET THE STRIPES.

The bands were great, better than
usual. A jazz band is better than
the everyday rock groups. Overall
I had a good time.
Gene Pargas

I wasn't very impressed because
the timing wasn't good, the sun
was out and we were inside.
Jim Baker ·

A lot of companies will offer you
an importar.t sounding title.
But how many offer you a really .
important job.
Iu the Na•,y, you g~t one as
soon as ycu earn your commission. A job "'ith responsibility.
A job that requires skill P.nd
leacl.er1.hip. A job that 's .nore
tbm just a job, because it's also
an advt:nture.
If that's the kind of job you're
looking for, speak to your local
re..:ruiter. Contact:

Greek Corner·
tions · of the service. We also tion in an office set up probably in
This week' s Greek Corner is goirig to discuss the G.C.C. Proposal , received an estimate of the cost of Dougall Hall with a telephone.
of an escort service because of the equipment we will need. The When a person needs an Escort to
committee brought the estimate their car or dorm room they
rumors about the rape situation
prfce for the radios and base sta- would call up the person in
on campus and a general attion, and the draft of the rules and Dougal Hall .
mosphere. that a lot of female
regulations to the representatives
students are feeling unsafe at
That person would then radio a
of the G.C.C. which was then ap- • team of students that would be
night when they walk to their cars
proved by them .
ono their dorm rooms. The idea
based in each building to escort
of sta_rti ng an escort service was
The committe then gave the that person.
then discussed by several
draft to Mark Chickowski , the
The students would be wearing
members of the G.C.C.
president of Student Org. , and he proper identification and they
Pat Ippolito, Dean of Students,
presented it to the Executive would be there for prevention not
then asked Martin Greenberg, the
Board last Thur.sday. This Thurs- for any vigilante actions.
chief of the campus police, to one day the executive board is going
If any problems would occur
of the G.C.C. meetings ~and he to discuss the Escort ServiGe again
the escort teams would then radio
discussed the idea with the and may vote on it.
for the campus police.
representatives of the ~.C.C.
It would be in the best interest
The escort teams would co nsist
Greenberg told the repr€senof eve ryon e who wants a safer
tatives how other groups on cam- campus and would like to see the of two people (safety in numbers)
pus in the past who started an student part•icipating in our own and members of fraternities ,
escort service but they always sec urity to come out on Thursday sororities, social fellowships, and
individuals are invited to join up.
seemed to die out. He told the and show your support.
If anyone is interested in signing
represe ntatives that the police
We are looking for the Student up to become a team member,
would be behind the G.C.C. He
also gave us many good ideas to Org. to pick up 3/5 of the price of you can give your name to me,_
the equipment we need and the Lou LaTorre, or your individual
get the escort service started.
other
campus coui::icils to pick up G.C.C. Representative or to Pat
The G.C.C. started a committee
Ippolito. '
and looked into the details even the rest of the price.
Remember, we need your supThe way the Escort Service
further. Again we met with
port Thursday at 3 p.m. See you
' Greenberg and we drew up a would work is that we would
rough draft of the rules and_opera- have a person working a base sta- next week.

"When Guns are outlawed only outlaws will have Guns."
It is the early morning (1 :30 A.M.) of a cold December day. We are
returning (rom school and we turn on the radio . The D .J. sounds
broken up, suddenly he tells us " John Lennon was shot dead ta:st night
by an assassin with a handgun". Lennon, one of the pioneers of Rock
musk killed by a gun whose sole purpose is to ~kill people.
It is a warm afternoon in March. Several of us are sitting around the
Independent office planning the weekly newspaper. A student bursts
into the room and announces that the President of the United States has
been shot by a lone assassin with a handgun.
We spend the next several hours glued to the T.V. set wondering how
bad it is. But still we don't need Gun Control. ·
A sunny May afternoon, we are at the printers proofreading the
newspaper. The radio interrupts its .regular programming to announce
that the Pope has been shot by a man with a handgun. The Pope, the
biggest Religious figure on Earth, the very man who e·mbodies Christianity and love, if he's not safe what chance do we have?
It is 1976, within a month we are twice greeted with the news that the
President, Gerald Ford , has been shot at by people with handguns. .
It is 1972 . George Wallace is running for President, he is working a
crowd, suddenly a man reac hes out of the crowd. In his right hand he is
clutching a handgun, he fires, Wallace falls to the ground, he will spend
the rest of his life in a wheelchair. But no we don't need Gun Control.
It is 1968. Robert Kennedy is running for President. Kennedy is a man
who represents new hope for millions, in him people see a hope for
peace. He is in a California hotel celebrating his victories in the California and New Jersey Primaries. A hand reaches out of the crowd clutching a handgun, a bullet fires and rips through Kennedy's skull. he
falls, he dies, so do the dreams of millions, no we don't need Gun Contr,:>1.
It is earlier in 1968, we are 11 years old, Batman is on the tube, he is
about to be crushed to death by the Catwoman, a bulletin flashes on
the screen, Martin Luther King, a Nobel Peace Prize winner and a man
whose life was dedicated to harmony among the races, has been shot
dead by a man with a rifle (that's a switch, no handgun).
It is 1963 . We are sitting in our first grade class when Mr. Roberta
comes on the intercom to announce that President John F. Kennedy has
been shot to death on a Dallas Street. There is no great clamor for Gun
Control.
These seven men represented the hopes and dreams of every .sort of
person who lives in the United States. Everyone from the man who
wants peace, to the man who wants a tough government, from the man
who wants Racial equality to the man who harks back to the davs of
segregation, from the symbols of love to the symbols of hate. No one is
safe from the dreaded handgun. But stil'I people tell us we don't need
gun control.
It is any night almost anyplace in the country. John Ordinary is walking home from work when a man walks up to him and demands his
money. Mr. Ordinary hesitates, the man who wants his money is twelve
years old, the twelve year old man pulls out a gun and shoots John Ordinary in the head, he dies, his wife cries, his son goes into withdrawal,
his daughter doesn't understand . More' shattered ,dreams, more shattered lives. Not us -though, we d,,.,'t need Gun Control.
...-

• • • • *• • • • •

This is my last column for the Independent and for once I will follow
the traditional mold anti thank people, this is also my last issue as News
Editor (actually la~t week was but better late than never) . I would like to
thank my News staff who worked hard all year, especially my assistants
Joann and Barb who also ,:nerit congratulations as the News Editor and
Editor in Chief, respectively. Also thanks to Cindy, who not only typed
my work as Copy Editor but also was my inspiration for much of it.
I'll even thank my Mother who allowed me to stay in college for all
these years. And finally a word of thanks to all of you campus figures
who were mentioned in my column, in many cases it was your splendid
incompetence that allowed my columns to shine as they did . I will miss
my readers as I hope they will miss me.

\

. S .
Free Counse Img erv1ce

NORTH

JERSEY

We_provide a sensrllve and G y NEC O LOGICAL
carrng atmosphere for all
CENTER
our patients while maintaining strict
40
UNION AVE.
confidentiality. State Licensed Board
SUITE 104
Certified Gynecologists and Urologists
perform 1bortioM, male and female · ·
IRVINGTON. N.J.
steriliz ■tioM in addition to complete
- gynecological care. We also offer

counseling. birth control methods.
referrals when appropriate and a 24
hour answering service.

(near G.S. Parkway }
One Block From
Irvington Center

HOURS 9-5
MON . THRU SAT.
VISA/MASTER CHARGE

ACCEPTED
Immediate Appointments Available
(201) 375-0800 or TOLL-FREE (800) 523-5350
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EDITORIAL
The funded groups on campus are forming a cabinet in order to
improve the communications between each other, but is it too
late?
Th is action w as spurred by Tom O ' Donnell after a dozen
budgets were denied review by Student Organization .. .due to
minor technicalities.
Why weren 't these budgets brought up for con sideration? W as
it due to the implementation of new procedures that hadn't been
cl early explained to the d ifferent groups, or was it due to ra cia l
prej udices? Many believe it to be the latter.
As one of t he groups denied review, we feel as though the ca mpus commun ity as a whole will suffer the inju stice of our pu nishment.
Not onl y w ill the incoming freshman cl ass rema in unaware of
the upcom ing events on cam pus, but we as w el l as t he 'o ther
groups wi ll m iss out on the opportun ity to rec ruit new members
the fi rst few w eeks of the seme~ter .
A ll of these events may occur due to denial of j ust on e grou ps
iunds, ,mag,ne these drcumstances niultiplied by twelve, and we
will be dealing with one extremely apathetic campus from day

one!

-

I

Will this new cabinet help the funded groups in the future, or
will it slowly die away as each group is granted their budget? We
feel as though it will work ... it has to work or we will continue to
be at the mercy of incompetents and fools.
~
We the funded groups oh the Kean College campus must stick
together and make sure this injustice never occurs ·again!

* * * * *
The Editorial Board of the Independent must regretfully inform
our readers that this will be our last issue of the semester
until. .. only Student Organization knows!
We wish you all a happy and safe summer, and we' ll see you
again sometime in September.
,

Senator Speaks To Students
Dear Editor:
I am w riting to openly congratulate the students and staff of Kea n Col-~
lege who worked so di ligently on the highly successful voter regi stration · dri ve that took place recently.
Votin g in the upcomi ng primary and general election s. is one of the
most importa nt ways to participate in our democratic process of
government. I urge all Kean students not to let thi s great pri vil ege go to
waste by goi ng to the polls and voting for the candidates of their choice.
As t he State Senator representing t his fin e instituti on of higher education in Trenton, I take a keen interest in the w elfa re of its students and
staff alike. I stand ready to be of assistance to members of the Kean College community in any w ay that I can . M y district office is loca ted at
1000 Stuyvesant Ave nue in Union . Pl ease do not hesitate to co ntact me
if I ca n ever be of hel p.
Sincerely,
Anthony E. Ru sso
N .J. State Senator
20th D istrict - Union County
I

Molle Defends Wilkin s

Dear Editor:
I wish to address the sensitive young man wh o recently attended an
event in the Wilkin s Theat re, and all th ose concern ed with handicap
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OP-ED
seating in the Performing Arts Facilities.
It is well known that there is much to be desi red in handicap facil ities
for public buildings. We have tried to pro;iide adequate handicap
facilities and services for patrons of the Wilkins and Little Theatres. For
the Wilkins Theatre: there is a ramp providing access to the left set of
lobby doors. A sign is posted over the Box Office reminding people to
indicate any sight, hearing or other hand icap problems, which would
affect seating.
The Box Office staff provides special seati ng arrangements as requested . House Management will provide ushers to aide individuals into the building and to their seats. Hand icapped persons with
wheelchairs may use an aisle seat, and have their wheelchair stored
during the performance. If a person cannot leave their wheelchair, arrangements are made to have them sit with a guest in an_ area
designated behind the orchestra sections. While this is separate seating;
it is in a prime location allowing the person the same advantages of occupying a house seat. (Please note: this same area is designated (or the
press, artists' friends and artists' managment).
This are was chosen because it provi des ample space for chai~s and
an aisle in keeping w ith N .J. State Fire Laws. In addition, standing or sitting elsewhere blocks audifnce vision.
In the Little Theatre, the same box office and house management
policies apply. Wheelchair seating is also ava ilable. Si nce the handicap
facilities are somewhat limited, it is to your advantage to contact the
Box Office, 527-2337; let us know of your special seating requ irements
in advance.
The Perform ing Arts Facilities Office would like all people attending
performances in the Wilkins Theatre and the Little Theatre to have a
save and enjoyable time, and to come back for [Tlany more performances.
Sincerely,
Lisa Molle
Coordinator, Performing Arts Facilities Office

Teacher Of the Year
Rules Wrong

To the Ed ito r:

When we read the article about choosing Teacher Of The Year, we
all immediately thought of Dr. David Lake who teaches Neuroscience
and Anatomy and Physiology. When we read further, we found that
one of the requirements was that the Professor must have taught at
Kea n for five years. W e feel that this sti pulation is unfair, because
teaching at Kean for five yea rs, does not reflect a teacher's va lue to his
students.
There is not one of Dr. Lake's students w ho does not recognize and
appreciate his excellent teac hing abi lity. The respect we feel fo r hi m is
only eq ualled to the respect that he gives to his students.
W e are trul y sorry that we ca nnot nominate Dr. David Lake fo r
Teacher Of The Year.
Since rely,
Lynn M . D' Anna - O .T. Majo r
- Ma ry C. D i Napoli - P.T. Major
Bar.bara Ann e Joh nson - Speech and Hea ring M ajor

10 AM Commencement,
Who's Going To Come!
Dea r Editor:
As June graduates, we are extremely upset about the designated time
of our comm encement. W e fi nd a 10 AM weekd ay ceremony a great
inconveni ence to graduates, friends & relatives wishing to attend.
After discussing thi s wi th fe llow grad uates, we suggest, as an alternate
either an ea rly evening ceremony (about 5 PM) or havi ng o~r commencement during the weekend .
.
W e hope our Senior Class President and fe llow graduates w ill voice
thei r complai nts and have the time of OUR ceremony changed to a
more agreea ble tim e.
Sincerely,
Kathy Kennelly
Susa n Ve ltre
Todd Kovol

Squires Thank You!
Dea r Editor,
·
We the Squ ires First Ai d Squad would li ke to express our tha nks tc
the W KNJ staff fo r ma king our awa rds ba nquet th is yea r very enjoyable.
The WKNJ staff d id an excellent job in D.J. our reception at Sn uffys, on
Friday, M ay 8, 1981 . A Special Thanks To: Mike Heron, Dave Phu eler
and Jerry Vail.
Thank you,
SQUIRES FIRST AID SQUAD

Two weeks ago, I req uested t he use of the O p-Ed space. Originally my intentions were to voice my opinions co11cern ing rece nt decisions made by
Student Organization.
·
During the past several ·weeks, judgements and modes of operation by
several members of the afore mentioned agency have been somewhat questionable, if not downright nausiating. Those of you that are affiliated with
funded groups and that have to function with the organization on a regu la r
basis are well aware of the problems and shortcomings in the offices just one
door down from the Pub.
·
As I have said, orginally my disgust' with this situation and its effect on
several funded groups prompted me to ask for the use of this space. But after
careful consideration, I have come to the realization that verbal dissention
would serve no real purpose.
Constantly in the Inde pe ndent, as well. as o n television and in most informati on publ ications, the acce nt is o n t he negat ive. In the business it is the
mu rders, wa rs, etc. t hat make "good copy." Usually in the Indy, rats, rapes
and raci sm ta ke precedent. Perhaps the problem, - especia ll y here in
Squi reland, is t hat th e majority of stud ents, teachers and adm inistrato rs are
so damn busy tryi ng to put t he screw s to each other that ve ry little that is
wort hwhile ever seems to get acco mpl ished:
Since I did ask fo r the use of th is space, I do have to fill it with something.
Sorry O'Donnell - no hockey art icles all owed in t he Op-Ed. I have decided
to reverse the present trend and d rop a few lines about the good people at
Kea n Col lege. Surprisingly enough, there have been and still are good people left at Kean.
During my years here th.ere is o ne person that sticks out, head and
shoulders, above anyo ne else - the late D r. John O ' M ea ra.
Dr. O' Mea ra passed on earl ier th is year but prior to his death, the Good
Doctor left a good impression on all that had been fortunate enough to cross
his path.
Audio Visual Media Aids 4000 is a class that has been taken by almost
every graduate of KC. It was a special course, not for the fact that with a
small amount of effort you would get no less than an A but because of Jack
O'Meara.
·
As any college student knows, 8:00 a.m. is an ungodly hour. But without
fail, every morning there was that super smile and energetic personality. To
th is day, his kindness and good nature remains with me and I'm a great part
of this community.
The key to the future is for people lik~ Jack O'Meara to become the norm,
rather than the exception . The time has come for the behind the scenes, petty bull shit and bac kstabbing to stop and for the college as a whole and for
Student Organ ization and its funded groups in particular to serve those. for
whom the o rganization was,originally intended - the students of Kean Col.lege.
George Edmondson ·
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History Of Photography
KEEN

ON
KEAN
by Manny Cantor

One would expect that the writing and publishing of the first and only
history of a large and important college would get considerable attention on that campus. Not so with the recent book From A Normal
Beginning, The Origins of Kean College of New Jersey by Donald R.
Raichle, Professor in the History Department. To my way of thinking,
ANY book by a faculty member merits review· by the campus paper.
More so a history of the institution. The neglect of Dr. Raichle's book
puzzles me.
For me to write a short paragraph on the origins of Kean College for
my first column this year I had to spend time in the college archives. So
I was very happy when I learned about Dr. Raichle's book. It took many
weeks to finally get hold of the only copy in Thompson Library . That
copy is now bacl< on the shelves in the Special Collection section on the
second floor. USEFUL READING FOR
NEW JERSEY EDUCATORS
I foun_d the book very interesting. It not only traced in detail the
history of the school from 1855 to 1969, but it properly placed this
history in the larger context of the economic and social development of
Newark and the s.tate and the growth of the New Jersey educational
system . For me the book provided an exciting review of events,
developments and personalities with which I have been quite familiar
for some six decades. Any "old-timer" interested in education in New
Jersey will be equally rewarded . Bµt that story of 125 years should be
worth-while reading for anyone now in the teaching profession and for
those younger students who are preparing to be teachers.
From A Normal Beginning is chock-full of information, carefully
researched, with extensive references to sources. In this brief review I
will share a few examples.
When the Newark Normal School , the earliest "ancestor" of the present college, opened on April 14, 1855, the Newark public schools
operated on a trimester-eleven months of schooling with only the

A new course will be offered on
campus this fall semester. "The
History of Photography" will
trace the development of this unique field from its early experiments in the late 18th century
to today's.multi-faceted art form.
The course will aeal with the inventors of photography and their
.specific contributions to the field .
,19th and 20th _century processes
will be discussed such as: The
Daguerreotype, Ambrotype, Tintype, and many paper processes.
Portraiture, Documentary, Travel
Photographs and Photography as
a Fine Art and the Amature Image
will be dealt with along with the
inventors and artists who contributed to this technological and
artistic medium during its 140
year history.
The instructor for " The History
of Photography" is Dr. Donald
Lokuta of the Industrial Studies
Department. Dr. Lokuta previously designed the curriculum and

taught the History of Photography
at the Ohio State University.
In addition to teaching at Kean,
Prof. Lokuta is currently guest
curator of photography at the
Newark Museum and Morris
Museum of Arts and Sciences. He
has and continues to be a
member of the Grants Evaluation
Panel for the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts. Also, he is an

art photographer with over 130
ex hibition s to his credit. This,
together with his commercial
photography background makes 1
him well qualified to deal with the
Hi story of Photography from
many points of view.
" History of Photography," I.S.
3608, will be a new addition to
the course~ offered this fall by tbe
__Industrial Studies Department.

cped business fraternity
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
This is your chance to join for next semester
qualifications:
management science or economic majors only and
next semester sophomores or juniors only
BUSINESS with PLEASURE
Please complete and drop this application off in · our mailbox
located in the Managemeni Science Office, Willis, ~oom 405 .
name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.address
phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.l,c__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Our members will contact you!

Alpha Sigma Elects President
by Mary Slavitt
Mrs. Anne Estis, a Management Science major, was
elected president of Alpha
Sigma Lambda, Alpha Kappa
Chapter, at the annual spring
meeting held l n Downs Hall
on Thursday evening, April 30.
She succeeds Mrs. Susan
Louizides, who is completing
her studies in· Elementary
Education, and served as
treasurer and president of the
organization during the past
two years. The two other officers who will continue in

month of A.ugU!',t for summer vacation. The only other holidays were
New Year's Day, Fourth of July, Thankssivins and Christmas. Thus the ·

their posts are vice-president
-Mrs. Loretta Mccaffrey, a

school year contained 230 days, as compared- with the present 180!
Should not this sharp reduction in schooling, in the face of the enormous explosion of knowledge, give us some pause for reflection?
Prior .to 1871 public school teachers were paid quarterly. Bi-monthly
payments, five tim es a year, began that year. Monthly pay was instituted in 1875. A primary school woman teacher started at $100 a
year, reac hed $175 in the fourth year, by annual increments. Men
teachers, of whom there were few, earned $250 a year.
The student government now on campus began on April 21, 1931
with the adoption by the student body of a constitution that set up the
Student Organization of the N .J. State Normal School at Newark. Greek
letter sororities and fraternities appeared about that time. The state
authorities viewed them with concern, as violative of the then-current
notion that minorities should be assimilated into a common cultpre.
Dr. Raichle treats with understanding the many controversies that
arose over the years and which persist on campus to this day. Witness
the pages of the Independent in recent weeks - charges of racism, controversy over the role of fraternities and sororities, antagonisms and tensions between faculty and students and administration, alleged censorship of student publications. A review of this phase of the history of the
• College provides useful insights and perspective.
Dr. Raichle does not shrink from estimates and characterizations,
sometimes critical, of the men and women who occupied the leading ·
posts in education at this institution, in the City of Newark and in the
state, up to 1969. That he refrains from any evaluation of the current administration is understandable. It is regrettable, however, that . this
valuable history of Kean College does not treat at all with many significant non-controversial deyelopments here in the past decade.
The author came to teach here in September, 1951. He earned a
B.B.A. degree at City College of New York and his M.A. and PH.D. at
Columbia University. He is presently on sabbatical, during which he is
writing the history of Union College . In 1975 ·he received the Alumni
Association award as Teacher of the Year.
A BRIEF LESSON IN EDITING
Someone on the staff undertook to edit the copy I submitted for the
last KEEN ON KEAN column which dealt with the classical concert
series. In selt-defense I am compelled to correct some of those " corrections."
Samual Pepys, the 17th century diarist, DID say "Musick is the thing
of the world that I love most." The "K" at the end was the usage at that
time.
This sentence 1 and the other two, from Herbert Spencer and
Longfellow, WERE " quotations" not "statements." .
It was incorrect to change " bravas" for Jackie Martin and Ann Honig
to " bravos." The fact that American concert audiences often make the ,
same error may excuse the editor. But the word is Italian, and the sex of
the performers determines the ending. Jackie and Ann are ferriale,
therefore " bravas" is proper.
.
Speaking of bravas this gives the opportunity to add one for Lillian
Cooper, the very cooperative secretary in the Music Department,
whose meticulous preparation of the programs lent a good deal to the
enjoyment of the concerts.
A number of other erroneous ·"corrections" of the copy submitted
could b,e typographical. And now that small complaint is off my chest,
Have a great summer, all yoli nice r.eaders. See you in the fall!

Psychology majo~ , and
secretary - Mrs. Moira Blazier,
Management Science major.
The new treasurer is Mrs.
Lillian Roesch, a Music major.

Ms. Judy Vitolo, Director of
Placement Services spoke on
" Job Campaign Information,"
detailing the many services offered by her office.
Also honored at this meeting
were Ms. Irene Joback and Ms.
Maureen Scahill-Cantrela who
were unable to attend the fall
induction ceremoney and
were ceremoniously welcomed into the organization by the
outgoing president, Mr s.
Louizides.
Alpha Sigma Lambda honors
part time students who have
achieved a cumulative average
of 3.50 or higher and have
completed at least 30 credits at
Kean College. Most of the
members are ma(ure students,
attending evening classes, who
j'uggle roles ' as homemakers,

parents, careerists, students
and community participants.
Th_ey have returned to college,
in some cases, to finish an
education begun years ago; . in
. other cases because they were
unable to attend at traditional
ages.
Alpha Sigma Lambda
chooses two winners each fall
for its Thomas J. Lavan
Memorial Scholarship. Eligibility for these awards are determined on the basis of high
scholarship and community
participation . ·
Dean Char/es }. Longacre

who introduced this society to
Kean College in 1967, is its National Councillor, Mrs. Mary
Slavitt, Coordinator of Certification, is its advisor.

Doper's Corner
by Columbian Joe
Hi out there in the drug scene,
sorry I've been away so long or do
none of you care .
Well when you heard from me
last I left you with a comment
about the huge amphetamine
scene building up in the area. This
week I will expand on that
popular but wary type of drug.
Did you ever buy some black
beauties expecting to take them
and get wise for a couple of
hours ·only' to get disappointed
and fall asleep shortly thereafter.
Three weeks ago this very injustice happened to me. I purchased ten blacks for $6.00
(premium price) and a cup of coffee would have done me much
better. After this awful experience
happened one too many times, I
decided to investigate the matter.
The first thing I did was to check'
into a place ca lled NetcongVitamin Emporium, located on 10
Main St. in Netcong, N.J.
Although I did not have the time
to go down there I spoke to a
salesman on the phone and found
out some astonishing facts.
You ca n purchase a bottle of
1000 legal stim ulants for $50.00.
Now I know this title lega·I
stimulant sounded a little fish, but
I did have an opportunity to try
one from a friend, a yellow RJ8.
Now it wasn't the greatest, but at 5
cents a piece two of them most
likely do the trick. It is just
disgusting that w,e dopers have to
pay premium price for what is
now all bootleg ups. It seems,
from a very reliable source, that
people are buying these very same
capsules and reselling them at 10

tin1es the cost. But these lowly
desperate creatures are not
satisfied with such a great profit
margin, they are overly greedy.
You can purchase some very
authentic empty capusles likes
Blacks and Yellows, cut down the
purchased product and make an
even larger profit. Thus taking one
of th ese overlydiluted bootlegs
will probably do nothing for you.
In a time of final exams and studying all night you need a littl e
pick me up to keep you going.
And if you depend on ups from
unknown sources, watch out, you
may find yourself asleep and failing the test the next day.
My professional suggestion to
my fellow dopers is to follow
these 4 guidelines.
1) First and foremost, make sure
you know who you're buying
from. Sometimes even you most
trusted dealers can sc rew you out
of greed.
2) Always test your product first.
A good up will not usually work
fast. Usually a good half hour after
it is injested . A pill cut with sugars

such as dextrose wil take its slight
affect much faster. If possible,
taste a capsule's contents before
you buy. A pinch on the tongue
· can tell you if it is overly sweet:
cut with sugars, or overly bitter:
cut with soap powders.
3) Try and purchase your ups in
tablet form. They are a littl e
harder to find, probably because·
they are so hard to bootleg.
4) And lastly, if you can acquire
a copy of the Physicians Desk
Reference grab it. It is a rather
large hard cover book used by
doctors for drug idealification and
information. It has color pictures
and complete descriptions of
almost all the drugs you' II need .
Usually you can ask a doctor for
one of his old copies. He' ll give it
to you, it comes out every year. I
got mine by telling my family doctor I needed it for school because
it would help in my Chemistry
studies.
Next time I will get into more
detail about this--subject as soon as
I get all my information compiled.
Take ca re and keep on partying.

PLAN YOUR SKI VACATION NOW!!!
Come ski New Hampshire in January for 5 days of
great skiing at four great mountains (Cannon, Loon,
Bretton Woods and Waterville Valley) for only
' $154.50. Accommodalions at Indian Head Resort,
meals and lift tickets included. Jan. 10-15, 1982.
Also come and ski Killington, Vt., Jan. 17-22, 1982
and Hunter Mt., N.Y., Jan. 3-8, 1981 for 5 days of
great skiirg! (Prices not established at this time). For
more information or to get on my mailing list please
call Ron Donohue at (201) 991 °909-7 after 5 p.m.
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Behind Bars: Here Comes The Summer!
by Mike Kinney
The end of t he sen;iester is fi nally here and along with th is comes
--the last Behind Bars of the
semester. With this last statement
several _different feel ings have probably generated among you the readers of this article. Here
are just a few w hich ma·y have _.__.,.
come across your minds.
A) That's too bad - I rea lly enjoyed this column as I looked forward to reading it eac h week.
Bl Oh well - what the hell.
That's the breaks, the semester is
' over and there is nothi ng me o r
M ike Kinney ca n do about that
fact.
C) Yeah, Hooray, Whoopie! ; I
really enjoyed this column as I
looked forward to reading it each
week.
Throughout the past several
months you have been taken to
.taverns about the state which I
_:.chose to write about.
I can only hope that heed was
taken, and that a number of you
have either visited them or The Deal Pub and The Stone . afternoon of sitting on the beach
perhaps plan to stop by over the Pony in Asbury Park. I'm sure I of your choice, go back to the
will run into some of you when
house, shower (please!) and sit
three month summer vacatibn .
around with friends drinking
• Although this article has, at we actually do meet up with
some early evening brews while
times, been somewhat off the wall those " hot summer nights."
" The Pub Reopens" - Our
choosing the bar you will visit that
and fatuou , there was a distinct
night. Then , choose to go to
purpose behind it; to get some of favorite campus meeting spot,
you together, as Kean students, under the new management of M ary's Husband's Pub on 18th
Ave. in Belmar. Aside from Happy
fo r an enjoyable eve ning. Let's Peter Bacus opened its doors to
Hour - 9 - 11 P.M ., there is a pool
take a backwa rd look at some of the students and, much to our
delight, Pete had ma ny great ideas
table, plenty of da nci ng space and
the previous articles.
" What' s Been Going On At for the Pub. (And he also has plen- three ba rs to choose from. The
Kean" - This is where it all bega n, ty more for next yea r, so he crowd is frie ndly and the prices
reasonable.
for at that time, there was ab- prepared to do some fi rst class
Just in case you wa nt a change
sol utely nothing happening. The partying next semester!).
" Not Remembering" - Last
of pace Gallagher's Pub is right
pub had closed and there was a
disturbing lull around campus. week's article was somewhat of a next to Mary's. Just in case you
need an even more drastic
This spem ed me to introd uce lighthearted reflectio n o n a
week's worth of bar-hopping at cha nge of pace my house is three
Behind Bars.
hou ses up the street, so stop by.
" St. Patrick' s Day Special" which I indu lged a bit too much
(If
this
column
ra
n
throughout
the
Tuesday - The Beach Club,
-Alo ng with the "wearing of the
green" ca me the dri nki ng of the summer I'm sure there would be Ortley Beach - If you' re into
rock and roll, a festive surrounpopular amber liquid we so fre- quite a few articles in the same
ding and good prices - c'mon
quently consume. Such saloons as context).
Wait a- second - Hold the
down . If you're into disco,
Cryan's, The Harp and Barb and
Morley McGovern s were se lected phone - What am I doing?! Here designer jeans and overbearing
I am, reminisci ng over past ar- crowds, wait until the weekend to
fo r the St. Patty's Day festivities.
visit The Beach Club.' However,
" Apple s: Genu i ne Good ticles which have already been
Time" - I stayed fairly local as distributed, read, and used for don't look for me unless its a
we hopped on over to a popular puppy training and I haven't even Tuesday or Wednesday night - My
designer jeans were ruined in the
spot in Kenilworth ·for the even- given you my final Behind Bars!
ing. (Since that article I have seen So let's go back down to ·the wash, so now I am forced to hang
quite a few Kea n students in Ap- Jersey Shore and spend a out with the Levi, tennis shirt and
hypothetical week at the land of bandana crowd .
ples - good job!)
Wednesday is always a great
" Back To The Jersey Shore" - .., fun , sun and most importantl y
night to party at the shore. The
With thoughts of hot summer -surf!
Monday - After spending an weekend leftovers have departed
nights in my head I took you to

K.C. PUB
May 21 Thursday - Rock by Stewart Brodian
May 22 Friday ·- Big Sound of The N~sty Habits

Friday is a night of wh ich you
should have absolutely no options
except the one to visit Jimmy
Brynes Sea Girt Inn on Highway
71 in Sea Girt. Although admission is $3 .00 yo will not regret the
time you' ll enjoy there while singing along and dancing to the
music of The Lynch Boys. The
crowd, w hich resembles one
enormou s college frat is wh at
makes thi s place so great. Occasional ly, Holme will also appear
on Friday so come ea rly and plan
to stay until 3:00 A.M.

~..--1ir..l'

and now the stage is set for hard
core drinking, dancing and rock
and rollin with "the locals" from
Sandy Hook to Wildwood. So
let's stop at The Silver Dollar in
Point Pleasant for an evening of
country-rock with either

Saturday is usually a time fo r
day- long keg pa rties, but in case •
you have nothing planned why
not travel to The Raquet Club in
Manasquan. You can escape the
tremendous weekend crowds by
escaping to The Club for a night of
consumption and sou nds of Bruce
Springsteen, Van Mo rrison,
Creedence Clearwater and other
top rockers from their reputable
house-bands.
It can be reached by traveling
northbound on Route 71 (1 ½
miles from Main Street) .
Sunday is your day ot rest (and
if you believe that I have plenty of
Bay Head beach tags on sale for

Many of these "Keanites" her~ partying in The Pub may be fo und at a
Jersey " hot-spot" thi s summer.
Southern Cross, Kinderhook or
Country Road s. Drink you r "Jack
Dani els", wear your cowboy
boots and get ready to do some
hootin-or- howl in down at The
Silver Dollar off H i5.,way 35 in
Point Pleasant.
Thursday is a night of splendid
options, however, The Fast Lane
in Asbury Park seems to be one of
the fi nest. You ca n catch happy
hour from 9-1 1, w hile at the same
time, wi tness some of the hottest
New Jersey roc k from such bands
:is Cats On A Smooth Surface,
Beaver Brown and Whistler And
The Wheel. You won't have a
good time - you'll have a dam n
good ti me!

half-price). Start your day by having breakfast at The Country Store
on Mai n Street in Belmar (steak,
eggs, Bloody Mary - $3.99 - all
d rinks are 99¢ until 4:00 P.M.).
Then fi nd your way down to The
Osprey on First Ave . in Manasquan for " Countdow n" and Sunday aftern oon " M atinee" . Take
my word fo r it, t his route will prove to be one dru nken, slightly
crazed afternoon.
I sure hope to run into ma ny of
you over our vacation in one of
these spots, or qu ite possibly,
another one. And if we do not
meet, you can always look fo rwa rd to reading Behind Bars in
Septembe r. Enjoy!!!

May 27 Wednesday - Last Chance Party
Live Entertai nment Featu ring Half The Band

All Prices Reduced For Closing Day

Good Luck and
Have a Happy Summer
(Manager Peter Bacus)
See you all next year in the Kean Pub!

.
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Flowers, FascisID & Ants
by Linda Zamer

Today's Working Mother
An Autobiographical Sketch
Many months ago, way back in
3eptember, I learned in my
Seminar class that part of the 'requirerngnt for a Masters Degree at
Kean is a thesis. Having transferred from a college that does not
have this requirement, my initial
feelings were of self-doubt for
having transferred, of annoyance ·
at the requirement, and of a
burdensome task ahead of me.
Since my goal was to graduate in
June of ' 81 , my choices were
limited: " do or die! "
As I began to brainstorm for a
thesis topic, I wondered, " Will I
be able to handle a full-student
load, 15 .hours as graduate assistant at the Campus Center for
Women, extensive research on a
thesis topic, plus the responsibilities of mothering three children,
being a loving, caring wife, and
upkeeping an active, busy
household and still maintain a
reasonalbe semblance of sanity?"
As I reflected on my own situation
and shared thoughts and feelings
with my colleagues and
classmates, the natural selection
process for a thesis topic took
place . Result: Conflict and Stress

in

Today's Working Mother.

What better way to combine my
research project and my
autobiography into or-1e!
Through the combined use of
related literature, results of a selfconstructed questionnaire, and a
stress test, I was to draw some
conclusions on the topic. As I
researched, questioned, analyzed, discussed, I actually began to

enjoy the process, and felt a
deepening sense of pride and accomplishment as each chapter of
my thesis was finally approved,
and as I shared my "thesis
Journey" with family and friends.
Now that my project is near completion, and has been formally accepted, I am delighted and proud
to share some of the findings with
you .
In identifying the greatest problems of managing home, family,
and work, most women listed
physical fatigue as number one,
followed clcsely by lack of leisure
time. Emotional strain and lack of
money were two problems which
ranked high with most women.
Despite the "juggling" problems
of the working mother, most
women admitted to being less
depressed when working than
staying at home. For 55 percent of
the women involved in the questionnaire, personal relationships
were identified as' their greatest
source of depression, followed by
30 percent citing overloaded
schedules. ·
In the area of sex-role stereotyping, my study found that traditional roles were gradually breaking down. Younger husbands participated proportionately more
than older ,ones, in household
chores. (However, their helping
depended on their wives' asking).
Husbands' contributions to childrearing did not increase as their
wives spent more time in employ-

ment; the mother, in most cases,
was still the " psychological"
parent, the one ultimately responsible for her children, regardless
of her job responsibilities. Many
women were reluctant to relinquish their motherly responsibilities, even to their husbands.
The study found that most
women in all age categories felt
more respected at work than at
home. Seventy-seven percent
reported greater self-esteem · as
the. greatest reward of working
besides money.
Much of the reviewed literature
identified women's self-defeating
personalities as one of their
greatest stress factors. That most
women felt the need to be
" superwomen," was borne out in
my study. The least stressful personality was found to be flexible,
realistic , inner-directed , and
undetermined by ' sex-role
stereotyping.
Results of this study indicated
that the decision to return to work
full-time for mothers of preschoolers, should be carefully
thought out. The problems of
working and managing a home
and young family may not
outweigh the benefits of work,
unless it is absolutely necessary
for financial reasons. While much
of the literature cited mothers of
teenagers working for extras and
social stimulation, my study found
many working primarily for financial reasons. Most of the women
questioned were working
because their income was needed
to make ends meet, regardless of
their marital status.
There is a need for additional
studies on mothers in low-income
categories, and comparative
studies between working and
non-working mothers. An area of
special interest to this writer is the
effect of working mothers on infants and on their sons. Considerable work has been done on
the effects of working mothers on
their daughters, but little mention
was given to sons. Rcently, many
questions have been raised on the
effects of working mothers on
their infants, their husbands, and
on the whole family unit. There is
need for additional research and
follow-up work in these areas.
There are many more findings,
but space restricts my ramblings.
To sum up my findings; working
mothers will achieve continued
success in handling the problems
of their mutliple-role responsibilities through increased ._communication with their families,
changes in society's acceptance
of the realities of the working
mother, and women's acceptance
of their own limitations.
I have come tull circle 'in my
"thesis journey," from my
original doubts and fears, through
the realities of long hours and
hard work, to the ultimate feelings
of pride, achievement, and sense
of satisfaction that accompanies a
job well-done.

NEW IN UNION COUNTY

SCUBA DIVING SCHOOL
• Scuba Lessons
• Heated Indoor Pool
• Equipment Provided
• Certified Instruction

Next course starts July 1/5 - 81
at the
YM-YWHA, Green Lane, Union 1
For More Information call 289-8112

by Charles Fowler, Jr.
Everybody seems to ask
everybody elses brother what
kind of m'usic they are into. I
would have to say that there are
definitely different types of music,
but really there should only be
two categories. Good and bad.
The only thing that really matters
is if a person likes a particular
song. Sometimes categorizing
music is acceptable because it
may be the only way to explain
how it sour)ds if a person never
heard it. (If you didn't understand
that, don 't worry because neither
did I) O .K. then, here are some
singles.

Groove Thang is probably the
pick of the week and Decline of
The West is probably the worst
song of the week. (Unless you' re
an insomniac and are looking for
a cure.)

MEDIUM MEDIUM - HUNGRY,
SO ANGRY/NADSAT DREAM
Kherry Red records) import
HUNGRY, SO ANGRY is a bit

Adam has been around for a
while but not until recently has he
been popular in the states. Do
you remember the song
Y.M.C.A.? A.N.T.S. is the same
song with different lyrics. It could
be looked at two ways. Either as a
blatant rip-off or a very humorous
takeoff. J looked at it as humorous
but just like any joke, it is not as
funny the second time around.
The song was not supposed to be
a mock of the Village People
because the group is one of
Adam's favorites.

funky itself and sounds a bit
similar to 'the OHIO PLAYERS,
Fire. This is also a great dance
song. The title is repeated over
and over again but the other
words are quite hard to pick up
on. I felt bad because I honestly
don't know what the song' s real
meaning is. I then listened to a
David Bowie interview and he
was saying soon as a song is written, it becomes public property
and however a person wants to interpret it is their choice. I would
like to think of it as a song dealing
with a low income society who is
fed up with the everyday struggle
to survive. It has the bite of someone who is genuinely fed up
but the song might deal with
something on a more personal
level. It is an excellent song
regardless even if you make up
your own words. The B side is
similar to a lot of B sides. Fair to
partly cloudy.

HEAVEN 17- (WE DON'T NEED
THIS) FASCIST GROOVE
THANG/THE DECLINE OF THE
WEST (B.E.F. records) import

PUBLIC IMAGE LTD.-FLOWERS
OF ROMANCE/HOME IS
WHERE THE HEART IS (Virgin
Records Ltd.)

The A side is very, very funky. It
is a great song to dance to. It has
great lyrics also although one
must wonder if the words are
sincere or are just a bunch of hot
air. "Reagans president elect,
fascist God in motion." I think
that might be a bit strong.
Regardless, the band consists of
three people and uses synthesizers and saxophone. There is
a guest bass guitarist on the A side
but otherwise that is it. Fascist

Okay, you're tired of the same
old Pil booming bass,. and the
lyrics that make absolutely no
sense (to you anyhow). Well, just
when you thought you had Pil
figured out they release another
single, and there goes you theory.
Booming bass? There is no bass to
be heard on the A (45 rpm) side.
Senseless lyrics? If "I sent you
flowers, you wanted chocolates
instead ... 1'11 take the furniture,
and start all over again" makes no

ADAM AND THE ANTS A.N.T.S. (Flexipop magazi_ne
giveaway)

sense to you, then you' re living in
the fifties and don't care anyway.
We are treated to some vintage
Pil on the B (33 rpm) side with
the required amounts of booming
bass and senseless lyrics (to me
anyhow). If anybody got this far,
here' s another quiz question:
What famous guitar player played
for both the Clash and Pil? Sorry
gang, no pr izes this time - I practically gave, you the answer.

INSIDE LEEDS - Thank You Mike
Mitchell for not having me accept
all the responsibility ... For you
Barry Manilow fans, if you see my
mother at Radio City for his show,
say hello .. . l was visiting Fairfield,
Conn . this weekend and caught
WENO, a local radio station. It
was tremendous but the DJ said
he didn't think the station would
last because I was the tenth caller
all night...Has anybody noticed
that Joe Strummer had his teeth
fixed? Did anyone notice that they
were rotting out of his head? Did
you notice he is a member of the
CLASH? ... ! was told to buy the
CQSMOPOLITAN's single HOW .
TO KEEP YOUR HUSBAND
HAPPY by Ira Smolensky, who
teaches here at the college. He
said it was good. Do you know
what I think? As Mr. Costello says
' 'The teacher never told you
anything but white lies." Thanks
anyway lra ... What a rock ... Chow
for now .. . Rock is dead.
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''81 MORE''-... More Than A Promise

/

by Margaret A. Lerke
, At last, what everyone here at
Kean College has been waiting for
has become a reality! 81 More is
the tetrahedral sculpture that I
have been talking about all year!
It is on permanent loan to_Kean
College by the artist, the late,
great Tony Smith. We are
privileged to have ithis notable
work on our campus . Even
though you will not see the ful l
construction until · Friday, May
22nd, I hope you will be around
to celebrate with everyone who
helped with this project, then at
the circle in front of Wilkins
Theatre.
Tony Smith (19,12-1980),a
former architect/scultor and internationally famous artist, created
thi s marquette as a model piece
for an airport. It is wooden, con-

sisting of fiteen tetrahedrals - all
took many people to get it he re,
sides of each, totaling out to 81
and th ey should be acknowledgtriangles. This is why the piece
ed:
was named 81 More. It is a symBesides the arti st , Daniel
bol of what firm dedication, hard
Kadish, Supervisor for Fine Arts
work and fa ith that people workServices and Zara Cohan,
ing together, can accomplish to
- Vaughn-Eames Gallery Curator
revitalize the spi rit of the Fine Arts
should be thanked for bringing
department and the image of
the project up to the Kean adKean College. 81 More installed
ministration, the N:J . State Counjust before graduation 1981, can
cil for the Arts and The National
be a milestone for the many other
Endowment for the Arts. They
achievements that this col lege
also coordinated and directed the
can do, if students, fac ulty and adinstallation of 81 More.
min ist ration believe in promises.
What comes next is up to you ... (?)
Armand Brilliante, Director of
Faci lities and hi s Maintenance
81 More, a noted piece of work Staff; Mike Hill, Kean 's resident
was originally in the Museum of Architect; Joe Clinton, Faculty-In_Modern Art, New York, 1971. dustrial Studies; D<?nald Lokuta,
Kea n College was offered th e Industrial Studies Faculty; helped
work on a perm anent loan bas is. lay down the foundation for the
It took a long time to acquire the outside installation. Other faculty
money for an installation. It also that gave thei r support were Dr.

, ''Crosscurre'n ts'' ·Reviewed by Dennis P. Tort
Crosscurrents is a jazz group
un swe rv ingl y co mmitt ed to
zealous co mmunication and soa ring creativity. Their estimable perfo rm ance last Monday eve ning in
the Little Theatre blazed paths of
mainstream and post-bop jazz, as
well as some classic-jazz standard~. Ope ning with their arran gement of "A ll th e Things You
Are, " the prod igiou s musical
ta[ent of Fred Amend playing
tenor sax wa s apparent. He
beautifully arti culated th e melody
of this lustrous song. Sub-Lee,
composed by Lee Konitz, was
performed uniformly well , with
special plaudits to th e smooth
piano playing of Larry Bluth .
Along with Don M essina, who
was in ful'I com_rnand of hi s

acoustic bass throughout the entire concert, he establ ished close
inte·rpl ay that was both joyous
and accurate. In an expid itious
mann er, they next plunged into
th e Chick Corea song, Marmaduke. Here Mr. Amend presided over th e rendition with an
orderly, yet supple style. The
haunting Billi e H o liday ode,
lover Man, was solemnized by
the group and beca use of it' s existential them e cast a _pall on the
temperate mood. Mr. Bluth deftly
refl ected the sense of love's
fragility and softly imbu ed with
sensuous implication. I Love You,
written by Cole Porter, is a wellturn!:'d song, and Mr. Amend
m od ulat e d th e ca utiously
buoyant ton e. Here, howeve r,
Mr. Bluth's piano seemed unfocused , serving mainly to ca rry

th e melody until it was rescued by
th e group. Brad Giamo, th e
durable drummer spark led as he
charted th e course of Bouncin'
with Bud , as the band assented
emphati ca ll y.
The aud,ience was fully alive to
the ve nerabl e April, where Mr.
M essi na exacted a so lo in a
bravura manner. A vital, energeti c
performer hi s eloquent phrasing
may sing or w eep. The sheer
romantic invention of It Could
Happen to You was invoked as
th e members shaped lyric
delicacy with a poignant, sense of
style. Though Mr. Giamo tap~
with c larity, he som etimes
outlines where he should be fill ing in the details a tad more. An
ensemble of consummate skill,
Crosscurrents merits attention. .

Donald Raichle, Faculty of the
History Dept. and historian for
Kea n' s 125th Anniversary; Dr.
Robert Coon, Chairman, Fine
Arts Dept. ; Paul Coon, I.R.C.
Media Advisor. Other Fine Arts
Faculty were: Joe Jochnowitz;
Virginia Stotz; Dr. Dougias Tatton; Dave Troy, M. Stan Buchner
and Stuart Topper.
The fqllowing students aided in
the publicity and installation of 81
More: Blaise O'Neill, Eladio
Galasso, Andrew Spindel!,
Margaret lerke, Karen Barbenel,
Beth Buynak, Ed Leida, Fred
Kohler, John Broszostosky and

John Monroe.
Fundin g has been mad e
available by the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts in cooperation with the National Endowment for the Arts. The New Jersey
State · Council on th e Arts is ~an
agency of the Department of
State; Brenda n Byrn e, Governor.
For more information about thi s
part of the Recent Acquisitions,
celeb rating Kean ' s 125th Anniversary ·- 81 More, contact Zara ·
Cohan in t he Vaughn-Eames
Gallery o r Daniel Kadish at
527-2307.

Kean Graduate To
Display ·Paintings
Artist Shirley Ri vo, a graduate of
Kea n College, will have a onewoman exhibit ion of her oi l paintings at Ciba Geigy Corporation ,
Summit, New Jersey .
Mrs. Rivo has received many
awa rd s for her paintings. She has
ex hibited her work in numerous
group and one-woman shows in
New Jersey and New York, incl uding th e Chemical Bank in
New York, Drew University,
Fairleigh Dickinso n University,
Summit Art Center. She is

represented professionally by The
Madison Avenu e Qallery at_76t h
Street, New York. Shirley Ri vo is
Program Chairman of the Summit
Art Center.
Mrs. Ri vo r eceiv e d her
Bachelors degree in Fine Art
Education in 1977, and her
Masters in 1980. She studied
painting with Vito Giaca lone.
The exhibition opens June 15,
and will continue through June
30th.

Kean College Voices
by Nancy Allen
On May 23 at Town Hall in
New York City the Kea n Coll ege
Concert Chorus and Chorale with
the Riverdale Choral Society will
perform with the Pan American
Symphony Orchestra. The Pan
American Symphony Orchestra is
conducted by Joseph Lliso.
Joseph Lli so is the conductor
and founder of the Pan Am erican
Symphony Orchestra . The Orchestra w hi ch consists of Hispa nic
and Black mu sicians has played
Carnegi e Hall and other major
con c;ert halls throug~out New
York . The musicians come from
New York, Puerto Ri co, and Latin

Am erican countries; most hold
degrees from lui\liard and other
highly regarded music school s
around the world.
The New York Times wrote that
Lliso is "as energetic and mobile a
conductor as Leonard Bernstein ."
Lliso, upon learning of the
KEAN-RIVERDALE singers'
reputation invited them to join
with th e Pan American Symphony
in th eir May 23 concert at Town
H all in New York City. The
singers wi ll perfo rm excerpts from
" King David" by Arthur Honegger' and " M essiah " by Handel.
Th ey wi ll also join in th e final e of
a cantata " Jud as" by Joseph Lliso.

PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
FreP pn-•gna ncy te'-ting and co un~eling.

by_

Birthright 743-2061.

* * * * * *,* * * * * * ·* *

Kean College Students

* * * . : * * * * *·* * * * *
A new place to eat, with a new philosophy-cook good food, s~rve a lot of it, and
charge a little for it. At STUFF YER FACE;
the lights are low & the spfrit is high. You can
sit at a real oak table in an old western
saloon. We give you an atmosphere you can
enjoy almost as much as the food we serve.
Try ,our delicious pizza, juicy hamburgets, thick steak sandwiches, or attempt
to eat a whole stromboli.
Whatever your delight, you'll be sure to
leave with a good feeling inside. ·

studen: --aetivit.i es
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STUFF TBI FICB RBSTIURINTS® t
482 Rahway Ave., Elizabeth, NJ: 289-1977
43 Easton Ave., New Brunswick, NJ. 247-1727
94 Ocean Ave., Long Branch, NJ. 870-6699
Open for lunch, dinner & late snacks, 7-days
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IN.D EPENDENT
"Your College Newspaper"

The Independent is your award winning college newspaper. It is
published every Thursday of the academic school year, and is
distributed free of charge in every major_academic building, and the
College Center.
We currently have openings in all departments: NEWS: FEATURE,
SPORTS, PHOTOGRAPHY, ARTS AND GRAPHICS, COPY, AND
CIRCULATION.
\
For further information drop in. We are located in CC-119, or call
2339 on campus, or -355-0174 if you are calling from off campus.

BECOME PART OF A TRADITION!!
JOIN THE INDEPENDENT
"Your College Newspaper"

S.A.Y. (Student Assisting You)
Lois Richardson, Director
Student Activities Building
527-2082

The S.A.Y. Program is designed to provide maximum support services to students and _to facilitate interpersonal communication among members of the college community. It is
based on the idea that students can help other students in a
variety of ways and can become active contributors to the
college community. S.A.Y. students can work in academic
departments as peer counselors and advisors or can offer
trained services in a number of departments and offices.
S.A.Y. is open to any interested student who demonstrates
sincere motivation and commitment. To join, contact Lois
Richardson or your department chairperson.

The Performing Arts
Facilities Office is- now accepting reservations to schedule
The Wilkins Theatre for the
1981-8 2 school year.
Res·ervation forms availabe
in the P AFO Office or call
527-2088.

The Best

In Southern Rock Unite!

Benefit Con¢ert
for Multiple Sclerosis
Southern Cross and
Kinderhook
Together At:

Dizzy Du~_c ans
Morris County Mall - 1 Block from 287
Cedar Knolls, N.J. (201) 539-5086

*
May 26 *
Highlight the evening - The Bands Jam
Together - in a Special Set!

Str~e+

Publishin3 Party_
May 2.o, 1981 (v/ecln~sday) 7: 30 P.M.
Downs i Root"\ B

Grub

Frc-e-

Re.:.f r~s !, WWI e, ni s

Applications for S.A. Y.
Students Assisting You are
being accepted in the Counseling Center S.A. 126.from 9-5.
Anyone interested in being a
S.A~ Y. assistant, .please do so
before May 28, 1981.
Do you wonder how you are going to gain
the expei:ience to get a job in your area of
specialization? The Reading and Study Skills
Center has openings for Center Assistants
earning $3.35 p/hr. to a maximum of 15
hours. Part of your duties will include working with developmental students on their individual course -work and tutoring independent students in their area of special need.
This is an excellent opportunity to learn
the materials and the types of individuals
you may be working with in your future job.
Please think about this worthwhile positon
'a nd if interested, contact Professor Robert
Andrews at Ext. 2072.

Classifieds
S. U. Carburetors for
MGB sports car, includes manifold, heat
shield and other related
parts. Call Scott at
355-1683.

Attention Full-Time Studen ts
Application& are now available for the
United States Students Association Na·
tional Student _Congress. All c08ts are paid
by Studen t Organization, Inc., however,
only 8 delegates will be chosen. Applications are available in Student Organization
o, the USSA/NSA Oflice (118 College
Centerl. AppUcatlona are due May 26, 1981.
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Notices• Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices •
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
JunefJu..h!

STUDENT JOBS

q

10•00

°"'·9ccia.L~

l..i br~ l>o:tio

Expanding company sponsors student
work program in ·New Jersey. Many full and
part,time positions available in various locations starting at $6.50 per hour.
Interviews now, if selected, work begins
after final exams.

1,;oor Ach~~ 'Fo.ir
{.roJn doh)

$6.50 Hourly
429-0220
Call after Noon.

REWARD:
For
anyone who found my
watch in the Pub on
April 30 (Thurs. nite).

iS

GOING
ON...

Please call Diane at
352-2589.

Grand Opening
Carol's ·Hair Studio
"Turning out the best looking people
in Town!

20o/o OFF*
- Cuts - Perms - Blow-Drys - Sets - Coloring -

779-4510
665 .Vail Houtten Ave., Clifton, N.J.
* BRING AD

ATTENTION
·•
STUDENTS!
-•lliiiiiiiiijllll'llllllliii-•
SUMMER JOBS AND CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES/
A CHANCE TO USE YOUR
EDUCATION
GOOD INCOME
FLEXIBLE HOURS

FOR INFORMATION

CALL, 964-5652

EXT. 31

,.

Thursday, May 21, 1981
Phi Delta ¥.appa
4:30-6:00 pm
Bilingual Department
4:30-8:30 pm
Early Childhood Graduate Mtg.
6:oo-9:oo pm
CEC-Dance Marathon Awards Party
7:00-12:00 pm
Counseling
7:30-10:00 pm
Gospel Choir
7:30-10:00 pm
Sigma Kappa Phi
7:40-10:00 pm
Alpha Theta Pi
7:40-11:00 pm
Friday, May 22, 1981
PROUD
1:00-3:00 pm
Counseling Picnic
1:00-4:00 pm
Brothers of K.C.
1:40-2:55 pm
I SA A wards Dinner
4:00-7:00 pm
ESC Meeting
7:00-11 :00 pm
Sigma Beta Tau Party
8:30-2:00 a.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Disco
9:00-2:00 a.m.
Saturday, May 23, 1981
Delta Sigma Theta
10:00-5:00 pm
Hispanic Folklore Dance
6:00-9:00 pm
Phi Beta Sigma Disco
8:00-2:00 am
Alpha Kappa Alpha Picnic Disco
9:00-2:00 am
Sunday, May 24, 1981
Mass
12:00-1 :30 pm
Lambda Theta Alpha
4:00-10:00 pm
IFCM
5:00-7:00 pm
Phi Beta Sigma
7:00-1'0:00 pm
Monday, May 25, 1981
EEO Testing
8:0~-2:00 pm
Tuesday, May 26, 1981
PROUD
1:40-3:05 Computing M~chinery
1:40-2:55
"
Grub Street Writer
. School of Ed. Curr. Committee
FASA
ISA
Cuban Committee
Counseling
Political Science
Jewish Student Union
Math Club
English Club
Physical Therapy
SCSC Banquet
7:30-10:00 pm
Lambda Theta Phi
7:00-11:00 pm
Zeta Delta Pi
7:40-10:10 pm
Rho theta Tau
"
Lambda Chi Rho
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Nu Delta Pi
Wednesday, May 27, 1981
12:00-1:30 pm
Mass
12:00-5:00 pm
· Freshman Testing

5:00-7:00 pm
6:00-1 :00 pm
7:30-9:00 pm
7:40-10:30 pm

PROUD
Psi Chi Dinner
IFCM
~
Alpha Kappa Psi

Browsing Room
Grill Room
Rm. A
Browsing Rm.
Meeting Room B
PA-143
J-130
Whiteman Center

"

Whiteman Center
Behind Library
Browsing Rm.
Dining Room I I
Meeting Room A
Whiteman Center
Grill Room
Browsing Rm.
Browsing Rm.
College Center Caf.
Behind Library
Whiteman Center
Meeting Room B
Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A
Dining Rm. II , III
Grill Room
CCS-104
Dougall 203
E-122
VE-112
J -102
W-200
T-212
J-130
Dougall Hall
8-206
__,,
W-2018
J-131
Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A
Whiteman Center
B2248
B-109
CSW-104
VE-112
C-218
Whiteman Center
Dining Room II, III ,
Meeting Room A and
Meeting Room B
Whiteman Center
Meeting Room A
J-103
J-136

Edson Arantes do Nascimento,
the Brazi lian soccer player known
to the world as Pele, will receive a
magnificent bronze trophy on Friday, May 15th in Paris in commemoration of the highest honor
ever bestowed on any athlete . A
poll conducted by L' Equipe
Magazine of Paris last July of 20
leading newspapers around the
world voted Pele "Sportsman of
the Century."
The grand ceremony, whic h
took months of planning, will take
place at Paris' Paree Des Princes
Stadium to be followed by a soccer match betwee n the National
Teams of France and Brazil, arranged specifically for this eve nt.
Other great ath letes named in ·
the poll incl uded Jesse Owens
who finished second, Mark Spitz
w ho was fifth, Bjorn Borg - sixth,
Muhammad Ali - ninth, Jack
Nicklaus
11th, and Babe Ruth

-13th.
During an illustrious career
w hich began at the age of 15, Pele
scored a total of 1282 goals in
1364 games, giving him an
average of .939 - almost one goal
per game. He burst onto the
world scene 1 with the Brazilian
National Team at the age of 17 in
the 1958 World Cup games ,held
in Sweden , and went on to lead
Brazil to a record three World
Cup titles. He retired from the
Brazil ian National Team in 1971
and from his world-famous club
team , Santos, in 1974.
· In 1975, he was persuaded tocome out of retirement to play for
the Cosmos, and to establish soccer as a major sport in America
thr.ough his incomparable technique as a player and the instant
charisma generated by his
presence. He signed a long-term
contract 1with Warner Com-

munications, parent company of
the Cosmos and leader in the
music and entertainment fields,
which called for three years as a
player. His timing, as always, provecl impeccable.
Midway through 1977, his final
season , the crowds began to
come to Giants Stadium at the
Meadow l ands in explosive
-numbers, until the huge stadium
(77,691) was so ld out for the first
time ever - at a playoff match in
August. He led the Cosmos to a
storybook championship in- his
·final competitive .effort, and in an
emotio nal Farewell Match, he
moved the entire world by
leading a ·stadium-full of people in
a unison chant of "Love, Love,
Love."
Pele's name and face are
known by more people than
anyone who has ever lived, and
he has been photographed more

t_han anyone in history hav➔ ng
visited 88 countries, Pele has met
with ten kin.gs, five emper_ors, 70
presidents and 40 other Chiefs of
State, including two Popes. He is
an honorary citizen of more cities
and cou ntries than anyone else in
history. He has given more interviews in more countries to . all
forms of media than anyone alive,
and more people have seen him
play soccer than a·ny athlete in
any sport in history. Over 90
songs in many different langauges
have been w ritten in which Pele is

overall record of 55 wins and 28
losses. And in 1980 his team was
the NJAIAW Division I Women's
champions. He' s been ·involved in
vo lleyball for the past twenty
years.
The Kean team should be even

Pele is still active as an international co nsultant and invaluable
good-will ambassador for Warner
Communications. They would
like to take this opportunity to
thank him for all his help and congratulate him on this pinnacle
achievement .
Pele tury. "

" Sportsman .of the Cen-

Join fndy Sports
Writers

·

And

New Coach Named
Don Guide was named the new .
women's vol leyball coac h, it was
announc_ed by Asst. Athletic
Director Pat Hannish. Guide
comes from Fairleigh-DickinsonRutherford, a Division I school.
Over the past 3 years he had an

named . In Nigeria, a two-day
truce was declared in the war
with Biafra so that uoth sides
could see him play.

Phot9graphers
Needed
CC-119

stronger next yea r with the addition of their new coach. They had
a record of 24 wins and 9 losses
and made the regionals. They only lost one player from last yea r's
squad, Lucy Ticki. We.are looking
forward to the coming season.

'

.

~

I IFI\IRF.

-

I

·wnt~ins Theatre,
Kean College
Morris Ave.
Union, NJ
Thurs., f ri., &' Sat.
MfJy .21, 22, & 23
8:15 pm
Free Admission
Sponsored by Intramural-Recreational Sports Dept.
Design: Barbara Carlstrom

;

May 21, 1981
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INDEPENDENT

creation Round
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Tennis
The Tennis Tournament that
was to continue Tuesday, May 11
was postponed because of rain .
Each player is -competing in a
Round Robin Tournament consisting of one pro-set to eight
ooints against each opponent.
fhe top players from each divi;ion will then play a two out of
three match for the champion; hip.
The Point System - The top
number represents the games
won in eath pro-set. The bottom
number represents the total
numbf'r of games won.

Division I
Jim W eber
0/03/3 1/4
Eddy Reiss
8/8 8/ 16
MikeCiuffo
8/8
Jim Forbes
0/0 8/8
DawTf' nnant
0/0 8/8
Division II
Eddie Gwiazdowski 8/8 2/ 10 8/ 18
Tony Sanchez
4/4 6/10 1/11
Maurice Anyaoratt
8/8 8/16
Stephen Truncale
Jeff Kearney
8/8 0/8
Co-Rec Softball
The 20 Co-Rec Intramural Softball Teams were set up in two
divisions - American League and
National LPague. Both divisions

Photo by Laura Hawk ins

A. hustling Co-Rec Softballer making a good effort.

Commentary:

Billy Jean King Would
Rather Play Doubles
by John Ginyard
ever existed, only to later hold a
Times are really changing. Not pres's conference and admit to the
too long ago, the mere thought of world that she did indeed have
a professional athlete admitting to the affair. Why did Billy Jean sudhomosexuality blemished not on- denly admit the truth when prior
ly that particular. athlete' s career, to the press conference she told
but tarnished his own sport as the world that the relationship
well. Evidentally, during the era in never occured? Was it because,
wbich we now live, it is possible she had the sudden urge to
for a person to express their · become truthful? No, the reason
preferable sexual tendencies and Billy Jean admitted that the affair
still emerge a hero. The media for did occur -was because her lover, ·,
the most part has been kind to' Bil- Ms. Barnett h~d in l:ier possessio(l.,
ly fean King boring the. p"ublic physical proof, love-letters· from
with statements to the effect of Billy Jean. Is this a woman to be
how much courage it took for Bil- , idolized by the pu,blic?: The
ly Jean to admit that she had an af- essence, of this demoralizing affair
fair· with former hairdresser is self-explanatory. The leader of
Marilyn Bennett. Also N.B.C. 's various women 's equal rights
d~cision to stick with Billy Jean as movements must have marched
a commentator for tennis is in- not so much for the cause but for
deed living example of the old t_
he woman that she met along the
cliche " I'll stick with you through way.
thick and thin ." To all of this, I
I express thi s commentary with
emphatically repl y BULLSPIT! If I
genuine shock, dissappointment,
may borrow a line from another
and perhaps, a bit of hostility.
lovely of our times, a killer named
Here is a woman, a pillar of socieJean Harris, "a lesbian is a lesbian
ty who apparently decided that
is a lesbian ." Despite all of the
the companionship offered by her
career salvating comments that
husband was not enough, prompyou the reader will hear about Bilting her to seek a lover on the
ly Jean over the next few weeks,
side, a lesbian lover.
remember that here is a woman'
who engaged in a homosexual
Why do I become terminally
love affair during the same time nausiated when I see various perthat she was married to her pre- sons from the media to the tennis
sent husband.
world running around aimlessly in
Is this any kind of a person that a useless attempt to defend their
a young tennis player should grow fallen hero? And why do I reel that
up admiring? Here is a woman this controversy would just be in
who at first called her former les- its preliminary stages if the perbian lover "a very sick person"
pitrator were someone with the
and denied that any relationship stature and the popularity of
between she and Ms. Bennett Muhammad Ali?

playpd a Round Robin ' Tournament ior season play and th e top
four tea ms from each division
moved on to a single elimination
tournam ent. The fina ls from th e
singl e elimination tournam ent
will be• played thi s afternoon at
4:30 p.m . on the D' Angola Fi eld.

Ph;;o- by laura Hawkins

A Co-Rec Softballer anticipating the next pitch.
Softball Results
In the Am erican League on May
13, th e Unknowns II forfeited to
I.M. Rec'd. Master Cylinder
forfeited to Unisex Squires. I.M.
Rec'd played th eir second
schedulf'd game of the afternoon
against Uni sex Squires and
sq ueakt'd out a 6-2 win. O 's Army
match ed up agai nst Mast e r
Cylinder who forfeited for the second timP that aft ernoon . The
Unknowns II got enough players
togethPr in thf' seco nd game to
play aga inst th e Independent. Th e
Unknowns II proved to be much
stronger hitters as th ey took a
dec isive 14-5 victory. The lndepPndcnt played th eir second
game of th e afternoon against
WKNJ and in a quick contest,
WKNJ clobbe red th e Independent 15-1.
In th e National League, The Do
Its and Capt' n Crunch battled it
our in the 6:30 time slot . Aft er a
very close game, Capt'n Crunch
pulled out a 5-4 win.
Congratulations to th e winner
of tonight' s final game. Thanks to
th e Supr.•rvisors and ·players who
madP the 1981 Co-Rec Softball
Season a success.
SPORTS CLUBS
All Sports Clubs will end tomorrow, May 22 , for the Spring 1981
Sports Club Season. The Depa rtment of Intra mu ra I- Recreat iona I
Sports thank s all club advisors for
the exc ell ent in stru ction and
IPadf'rship they provided. Congrat ul ations to all sports club
members for a successful season .
Sports Clubs will resume in
SeptPmber.
SUMMER EVENTS
Th e Depa rtm ent of IntramuralRecreation al Sports is looking forward to th e Summer semester
when th e Summer "Sun" Events
will be offe red. Activities in th e
planning are: outdoor basketball
leagu(', ou tdoor voll eyball , tennis
and go lf ahd a Fun Run .
Th t>st• acti vities are available' to

faculty, staff and students with a
1981 identiiication card. Information will be available June 29 in
th e offic e of Intr am ur alRec rea tion al Sports (D-114 ,
D' Angola Gymnasium) .
INFORMAL RECREATION
The facilities of the college will
close for thP Sprin g semester on
Thursday, May 28 at 10:00 p.m.
ThP fac ilities will re-open for th e
summPr SPaso n· a~ indicated on
thP schc,d ule below.
SUMMER 1981
Monday - Thursday
June 1 - June 25
12:00 - 3:00 p.m.

June 29 - Augu st 6
12:00 - 3:00 p.m .
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
RecrPational Facilities include:
Swimming Pool, Exercise Room,
and Gymnasium.*
*T he informal re crea tional
hours in thl' gymnasium will com-

menet.•✓ o n

July 6.
A current, valid Kean College
ID is rt>qui red for admittance to all
rt•crpational facili ti es.
The Departm ent of IntramuralRecreational Sport s has a parttimc' position vacancy_(beginning
June 1, 1981) for an Art Major student or an artistically inclined indi vidual. Responsibiliti<:>s will include crea tive artistry in departmental publicity efforts (i.e.: ditto
and poster making, bull<:> tin board
design, creative letterin g and illustrations).
Hours will be flexibll', and a
sc hedule ca n be arranged around
class timPs. Work may · also be
taken horn<:> and submitted the
nl'Xt day.
Interested person~ should call
thl' DepartmPnt .of IntramuralRecreational Sport~ (ext. 2229 or
2002) and ask to speak with Steve
Cohen or Cindy Hardy, so that an
intt>rview may bt' arranged.

Athletes A warded
Last night at the Town and Cam- conterence. Kathy Starling, the
pus the Athletic Department of only softball player to hit .300 was
Kean College presented their spr- awarded the coaches award in
ing sports awards to their spring softball.
The D' Angola award was
athletes. There were three types ·
of awards presented, a coaches awarded to Herman Diaz for the
men and Barbara McGregor · for
award, a four year award and the
the women. The D' Angola is
D' Angola award.
awarded to the man and woman
In baseball both the coaches
who have done the most for th e
award and the four year award
athletic program at Kean College.
were earned by. Herman Diaz and
Congratulations to all!
Gene Kelly. Ken Slusser and John
Gallagher were presented the
Gill Red~ now
coaches award in lacrosse. The
four year awards were earned by
Buck Buchanan and Brian Dunne.
Barry Datte! was presented the
coaches award in tennis. He was
NJSCAC Conference Champ and
had 42-6 record at Kean . The
coaches award in golf was awarded to Jim G(Jffin:'who made the
NJSCAC- second team all-

for a blood donor
appointment.

+

WANTED:
2 .Male
Football Managers
For 1981 Season

Must be male because of locker room duties
Duties begin August 17th thru November 14th
Paying Position
For further information ·contact
COACH HAZLETT in D' Angola Gym
or call 527-2323
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~-Squires~~Win ECAC Division III Championship
INDEPENDENT

by Bryan Davis

threatened in the first inning
when leadoff hitter Steve Scheiter
walked and stole second, after a
pop fly and a grounder which advanced the runner to third. But
the runner wa s picked off to stop
that rally. The Squires broke on top in the
second when Mike Manfree sliced a single to right then stole second. Freshman Glenr;i Higgins
again came through in the clutch

Tony Musceila led off with a
single, Bob Areono doubled with
Musceila scoring all the way frqm
first base. After a Jim Lynch
grounder and a_ Scheiter walk
Matt Patleck's sacrifice fly scored..,
Areono. Further damage ·was
spared when Tom Verde flyed out
to centerfield .
Kean didn ' t waste any time
breaking the deadlock because in
their half of the third, leadoff man
Dave Martis lifted a towering fly
that the ce nter'fie ld er had all kinds
of trouble with and it fell for
single. Martis stole second -and
went
to third on a passed ball and
··-~--~
when Gene Kelly walked and
stole second. They had men on
second and third with one' out but
then the rally crumbled. Pat Caggiano grounded to second forcing
Martis out at home. Mike Manfree
then ended the inning when he
1 grounded, to the shortstop.
But, you can't keep a good bat
"' ·
Photo by Gino Abbate Jr
down and if there is one thing the
Albany St.-Drew playoff action last Friday.
·
Squires have it's good strong bats.
In the fifth, the Squires simply
together in the la~t 7 games of the ·when he ripped a 2-2 fastball into
manufactured
a run to break the
season which culminated with rightfield scoring Manfree with
tie. Gene Kelly singled then was
Carlos Rego and Carlo Buffa per- the first run of the game. With
forming masterfully, giving Kean Mike· Fernandez up Albany made off and running as he sucessfully
stole second. Herman Diaz hit a
their first ever ECAC Division Ill a costly mistake when they tried
deep
fly ball to right sending Kelly
baseball championship. Their vie- to chase Higgins back to second
tories were 4-2 and 16-0 over when Fernandez showed , the to third where Pat Caggiano' s
sacrifice fly scored Kelly with the
Albany State.
classic way to exploit a hole as he
tie breaking run .
The fun started Friday when
stroked a single to left, scoring
While Rego was shutting down
Albany defeated Drew 8-4 for the
Higgins with the second run .
right to play the Squires, who
The only inning that Rego was ~bany's bats, the Squires pushed
drew a first round bye. ·Albany
in trouble came in the third when across their's and the game's final
You know baseball can be a
funny game, one part of the year a
pitching staff can give up more·runs than wet paint on a downhill
slope. Then all of a sudden it
closes the door, giving up only 10
runs in their last 7 games. Well
folks, this is exactly what happened ' with Kean College Squire
pitching staff.
Th!:' staff finally put it all

~
-~

a

.

Athlete of the Year

Presenting the Miller/Independent Athlete of the Year Award to Herman Diaz (L) is Indy Sports
Editor Joe Pietanza. Trophy donated by Kri~ten Di~ributing.

by Joe Pietan za
If you haven't heard his name during the past three months then you either hate baseball or have been living
under a rock. And if you haven' t seen him play you 've missed someone very special.
Herman Diaz, Kean's super senior slugger has been awa rded the Miller/ Independent Athlete of the Year. He
hit .490 during the regular season and had 13 HR' s and 48 RBl 's with a slugging percentage of .961-%.
Most recently, he helped Kean win the NCAA Division 11_1 Championship last weekend . He hit 3 HR's and
knocked in 6 in just 2 games of championship play. We wish Herman nothing but the best of luck and co ngratulate him for his achievements.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK ·
SPONSORED 8V THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY

~

Photo by David Katrowski

Jose Perez connecting and helping Kean win the championship.
run. Martis singled up the middle drove in five runs with a double
and when he stole second he and two home runs to up his
forgot to do something, slide, and
season total to 16 HR's and 54
was caught off second. And after RBl's.
Gene Kelly was retired Diaz was
Also instrumental in the win
heard to comment to members of
the bench , . it's time for a was Dave ·Martis who hit a tworun homer and Mike Fernandez
homerun ." Well let's give Mr.
who had three hits. Carlo Buffa,
Diaz the prophet of the year
making a rare start, pitched a fivE
award because on a 1-2 pitch he
hit gem for the shutout.
hit it over the left field fence for a
homerun.
The Squires finished wih an
overall 17-10 record and won 11
The second game played Saturout of their last 13 games. Next
day was a complete turnaround as
year most of their squad will
a demoralized Albany squad was
return. But as for this year, we're
demolished 16-0. Herman Diaz
number one!
(who else?) was the big gun as he

The Year in Review
by Dona Marie Nicastro

Well it's coming down to the
end of the year and its time we
look back at the athletic year here
at Kean College.
The fall season was dominated
but the Soccer team as Coach
Tony Orchemenko's boys went
13-3-1 and qualified for their first
NCAA Tournament, but lost a 2-1
decision to Averitt(Va.). The
boaters were led by scoring sensation Al Cneccio, Rich Searchwell and · Rich Salmon. Checcio, a senior, started the season
off like wildfire scoring eight goals
in his first nine games but a
broken leg sidelined him for the
rest of the season. Searchwell
picked up the slack until he was
later injured leaving the scoring
burden on Freshman Salmon.
And Salmon carried the load until
he was given a broken jaw against
Jersey City but the offense never
wavered as led by the return of
Searchwell and with the fine play
of Renato Bruno kept the offense
in gear.
The defense was superb led by
the goaltending of Mark
Hamul,?k, he did not allow a goal
in regular season conference
play. The future is bright for the
oooters with the addition of Victor Bianchi, a teammate of
Salmon's at Vailsburg High
School, · and at least a half dozen
blue chip freshmen.
The football team showed a lot
of promise under new coach Jim
~Hazlett despite a 4-5 record .
He was led by return specialist
Mike Askew. Askew had a 19.0
punt return average and one
touchdown but he saved his best
work for kickoffs. He returned ten
kickoffs for a 41 .5 yard average
plus 3 T.D.'s including a 100
yarder to be among the nation's
best.
The offense was led by Rod
Dickerson and Ray Goodridge.
Dickerson led in receptions (43),
yards
gained
(430)
and
Touchdowns (3).
While Goodridge led in yards
gained (440) but also had 4
touchdowns including an 80 ya rd
run.
The defense, wich was nati onally ranked, was led by t he

Linebacking of Buck Buchannan,
Jody Banks, and Thurmond
Wakefield.
Qnly an inconsistent offense
kept them from becoming a .500
team and Coach Hazlett will try to
turn that around this year.
The field hockey team, even
though they finished with a sub
500 record has the nucleus for a
good team.
The nucleus starts with
Freshman goaltender Terry Hartjen. Hartjen performed brilliantly ,
throughout the year. Keeping the
Squirettes in most of the games
but a definite lack of offense hurt
the team.
The volleyball team coached by
Aileen Renner also proved to be
very successful. They finished
24-5 and went to the AIAW
regionals before ·bowing out.
All this underscored the fact
that they were playing with 13
players. The good news is that
Renner will have all but one
player back, so with a little luck
from the incoming Freshmen, the
spikers could be a force to reckon ·
with .
The winter sports were led by
the Hockey team as Tom O'Donnell's boys won the MCHC title
and with most of his big scorers
back another big season is expected for the pucks.
The Basketball team suffered
from a lack of height but not from
a lack of talent.
Pat Hannisch's women ·were
led by freshmen wonder Kathy
Starling. Starling, after a slow start,
came on to lead the team in scoring and rebounding.
If Hannisch can bring in some
tall women the team which finished 11-14 last year could finish
a.bove 500 this year.
Likewise the men's team has
talent, mainly in Junior Brett
Walker, Walker led the team in
scori ng and finished second in rebounds. With only one senior
leaving Coach Joe Pal ermo has a
good young ballclub, like Hannisch, Palermo needs height. 1
Spring gave us a championship
Baseball team and almost a
Lacrosse championship. Next
year should be fun.

r

